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ABSTRACT 
We derive a closed inversion formula for an np X np square block Hankel matrix 
H, _ i = (W, _j) with entries W, from the ring of the p X p matrices over a field. The 
representation of Hi?‘, relies upon a strong structure-preserving property of the 
Schur complements of the nonsingular leading principal submatrices of a certain 
generalized Bezoutian of matrix polynomials. These polynomials may be determined 
by computing iteratively the Schur complements of the nonsingular leading principal _ 
submatrices of H,_ i in an augmented block Hankel matrix H which is a Bezoutian 
matrix up to multiplication by proper reverse matrices. Since the special structure of 
the Bezoutian matrix is preserved at any step of the computation, such method can be 
efficiently implemented at an overall computational cost of O( p3n2) operations in the 
average case and O( p3n3) operations in the worst case. In the normal case, a suitable 
modification which uses both divide and conquer strategies and fast polynomial 
arithmetic reaches the bound of O( p3n log2 n) arithmetical operations. 0 Elsevier 
Science Inc.. 1997 
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H n-l = 
be a nonsingular block Hankel matrix with entries Wj from the ring of the 
p X p matrices over a field. Developing closed inversion formulas for H,_ 1 
is a highly important research area of computational linear algebra and of its 
application such as systems theory and approximation theory. 
In the scalar case ( p = l), according to the well-known Gohberg-Semen- 
cul-like formulas, the inverse of a Hankel matrix can be represented as the 
product sum of triangular Toeplitz matrices. On the other hand, it has been 
observed that Bezoutian matrices occurring in stability theory have the same 
representations [24], and hence the inverse of a scalar Hankel matrix is a 
Bezoutian [21]. Anderson and Jury [l] extended the definition of Bezoutian 
from a pair of scalar polynomials to a quadruple (F( z 1, G( z ), D(Z), U( z )] of 
p X p matrix polynomials under the assumptions F(x), D(Z) nonsingular and 
]&)I-‘G(z) = U(z>JD(z)]-‘, where the matrix fractions are proper ratio- 
nal. Since then, a lot of theoretical results have been given which show that 
the inverse of a block Hankel matrix has the form of a Bezoutian operator 
arising from a common multiple of a pair of matrix polynomials (see [I21 and 
D51>. 
Recently, Labahn, Choi, and Cabay [20] h ave developed inversion formu- 
las for block Hankel matrices which hold without extra conditions on the 
input matrix. These new formulas arise from certain polynomial identities 
among matrix Pad& forms for the matrix polynomial A(z) = Cfzi ‘Wi zi, and 
they require the computation of Pad& forms along suitable paths in the Pad& 
table of A(z). In the scalar case, such Pad6 approximants can be computed 
by the algorithm of Cabay and Choi [lo], Brent, Gustavson, and Yun [6l, and 
Sugiyama [25] at a computational cost of O(n log’ n) arithmetical operations 
if fast polynomial arithmetic is used. All these algorithms are related to the 
Euclidean algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor. In the 
nonscalar case, if H,_ 1 is strongly nonsingular and fast polynomial multipli- 
cation is allowed, then both the MPade algorithm [19] and a matrix polyno- 
mial version of the EMGCD algorithm [6] lead to an arithmetical cost of 
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O(.p3n log2 n). If Z-Z_ 1 is not strongly nonsingular, (that is, we deal with 
power series which are abnormal), no straightforward extension of the 
Euclidean algorithm is available, since matrix coefficients may be singular 
without being zero (see 171 f or a discussion of a matrix Euclidean-like 
algorithm). In this case, the MPade algorithm performs the computation of 
the matrix Pad6 approximants at a cost of O( p3n2) operations on average and 
O(p3n3) operations in the worst case; other effective strategies have also 
been proposed by Bultheel and Van Bare1 [8, 91 in the context of vector-val- 
ued and matrix-valued Pad6 approximation and rational interpolation. 
Different methods based on the displacement structure of the matrices 
involved in the computation have been derived by Bitmead and Anderson [5] 
and Chun and Kailath [ll]. The inversion algorithm of [5], generalized to the 
nonscalar case using the formulas of Gohberg and Heinig, is also of cost 
O( p3n log2 n), but it works only in the normal case. 
In this paper we present a new closed inversion formula for H,_ 1 which 
depends on a strong structure-preserving property of the Schur complement 
operation applied to Bezoutians of matrix polynomials. Theoretically, our 
results are useful in exhibiting the underlying equivalence between structured 
matrix computations and polynomial ones at any intermediate step of the 
transition from H,_ 1 to its inverse. In this way, the computation of Pad& 
approximants appears naturally as an elimination method for the LU block 
triangular factorization of Bezoutians. Computationally, many of the advanta- 
geous properties of the approach of [5] carry over without modification to the 
approach of this paper. The resulting algorithm for calculating Hi!, avoids 
any reference to matrix Pad& forms and so is conceptually simpler and easier 
to comprehend. Moreover, since matrix operations only are involved, signifi- 
cant cost savings can result during implementation in a parallel model of 
computation. 
First, we consider the block Bezoutian matrix A,_ 1 associated with a 
quadruple {F(z), G(z), D(z), U(z)} of matrix polynomials such that 
U(z)[D(z)]-’ and [F(z)]-‘G(z) are the left and right matrix fraction 
decompositions of a p X p matrix power series H(z) = Ct~=mOWiz-i-l which 
agrees with A(z) in the first 2n coefficients. Then, denoting by Ji the 
pi X pi reversion matrix, that is, the block pi X pi permutation matrix 
having p X p identity matrices Z along the antidiagonal, we prove that the 
Schur complement_ of the kp X kp nonsingular leading principal submatrix of 
Jn’n-iJn is _in-khjn-k, where A is a Bezoutian of matrix polynomials. 
In the normal case where all the kp X kp leading principal submatrices of 
H, _ 1 are nonsingular, 1 < k < n, we show that the matrix polynomials 
associated with A are generated by the left and right Euclidean algorithms 
applied to the matrix polynomials associated with A,_ 1. In the abnormal 
case, by a continuity argument, we characterize the matrix polynomials 
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associated with A as solutions of suitable matrix Pad& approximation prob- 
lems [19, 73. Finally, since H, _ I can be naturally embedded in a 2n X 2n 
upper triangular (with respect to the antidiagonal) block Bezoutian matrix 
J2,,Z?Jenr it follows that HiJ1 = LBU, where B is a block Bezoutian of matrix 
polynomials and L and U are block triangular Toeplitz matrices. 
In the abnormal case, we may determine the block Bezoutian B by means 
of an iterative algorithm which computes the Schur comp!ement g of the 
fi_rst nonsingular leading principal submatrix of 8, where B is fnitiahzed as 
H, and then sets B = B and goes on until B = B. Since B is a block 
Bezoutian matrix up to multiplication on the right and on the left by a 
suitable reversion matrix, we may easily obtain the coefficients of the polyno- 
mial generators from only three rows or columns of the generalized Be- 
zoutian mat”; therefore, at any step we need to compute only three rows or 
columns of B at the most. Then the resulting algorithm reaches the cost of 
O( p3n2) arithmetical operations in the average case and O( p3n3) arithmeti- 
cal operations in the worst case. 
In the normal case, we may modify the above scheme in a recursive 
fashion by evaluating the Schur complements of two submatrices of order 
n/2. In this way, we construct our inverse formula at a cost of O( p3n log’ n) 
if fast polynomial multiplication is allowed. Since the polynomial generators 
of B are obtained as middle terms in the left and right Euclidean algorithms 
applied to z 2”Z and the reverse matrix polynomial of A(z), this is also true if 
we use a matrix polynomial version of the EMGCD algorithm for computing 
the middle terms in the remainder process [6]. However, our method 
produces as by-product the inverses of some of the nonsingular leading 
principal submatrices, which is a valuable feature for certain applications. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us consider a nonsingular block Hankel matrix 
( w, w, **- w,-, ’ 
WI K 
&,-I = . . . .- : ’ (1) 
w,_, w, .‘. w,,_, , 
where Wj E FPXP are p X p matrices over a field F. It has been proved [20] 
that the (k + 1)~ X (k + l)p, (0 < k < n - 1) leading principal submatrix 
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Hk of H,_ 1 is nonsingular if and only if there exist unique solutions to the 
following linear systems: 
Hk(V,‘t)T,...,v$k’T)T = -(w:+l>-*>w~+l)T~ (2) 
Hk(QikjT,. . . , Qf)T)T = (0,. . . ,o> I>‘> (3) 
where Z denotes the p X p identity matrix and W,,_ 1 is any p X p matrix 
over F. Hereafter, for the sake of notational simplicity, we will omit the 
upper index when no ambiguity is possible. If det H, z 0 for all k, 0 < k < 
n - 1, then H,_, is a block strongly nonsingular Hankel matrix. Since H, is 
nonsingular if and only if HkT is nonsingular, then we may determine unique 
solutions to the following linear systems: 
H:(V&,..., vg? = -(W k+l,“‘> wa+ l>‘P (4) 
H:(Qf,. . . , Qf)T = (0,. ..,O, Z)T. (5) 
Now, set 
k+l k+l 
V,+,(z) = I, + c v,z’, vk*+1( 2) = I, + c y*z’ (6a) 
i=l i=l 
and 
Q~(z) = i QiZ’> Q,"(z) = i Q:zi, w 
i=O i=O 
Moreover, let deg{Qk(z)l < k d enote the degree of Qk(z), that is, the 
highest power of z in Qk( z), and let lc(QL( z>> denote the leading coefficient 
of Qk(z), that is, the p X p matrix coefficient of zdegtok(Zti in Qk(z). If 
lc(Qk( z)) = I, we say that Qk( z) is a manic matrix polynomial. Furthermore, 
we set IIQk(z>II = m=iIIQiIIm. 
By looking at the relations (21, (3), (4), and (5) in the context of the p X p 
matrix polynomial arithmetic, we find that there exist matrix polynomials 
U,(z), U,“(z), P,_,(z), P,“_,(z) with deg(Uk(z)l < k, degKJ,*(z)l < k, 
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deg{Pk_,(z)l G k - 1, and deg{ Pk”_ i(z)} < k - 1 such that 
A( z)V,+ I( z) - L’,(z) = z2k+2Sk( z), (7a) 
V,“,,(z)A(z) - U;(z) =z~~+~S;(Z), (W 
A(Z)&(Z) - Pk_l( z) = z2%( z)> (74 
Q;(z)A(z) -Pk*_l(z) =z”“Rk”(z), (3 
where A(z) = ~f~,‘Wjzi, Sk(z), R,(z), S,*(z), and B,*(z) are suitable 
matrix polynomials with R,(O) = R:(O) = I. In view of the relations (6) and 
(7), it is easy to check that the columns of V,, ,(z> and Qk(z) and the rows 
of Vk*+i(z) and Qc( ) z are linearly independent over the field F. Therefore, 
following [N], we adopt the scalar case notation by calling the pairs of matrix 
polynomials (Z&(z), V,, i(z)) and (Pk- i(z), Qk(z)), respectively, the right 
matrix Pa& fraction of type (k, k + 1) and right matrix Pa& form of type 
(k - 1, k). 
Equation (7a) yields 
A(z) - U,(z)[V,+i(z)]-1 =;2”+2S,(,)[Vk(z)]-1, 
and then, by replacing [V,(z)]-’ with its formal power series expansion at 0, 
we have 
A(z) - Uk(z)[Vk+l(s)]-l =z~~+~$(z). (8) 
In this way, for k = n - 1, we obtain 
A(z) = U,_,(z)[V,(z)]-’ modz2” (9) 
and 
A(z) = [V,,*(Z)]-~U~*_~(Z) modz2”. (IO) 
By combining (7), (9), and (lo), it follows that 
U,“-,(z)Vk+i(z) - Vn*(z)Uk(z) = ~“~+~Vn*(z)&(z), (IIa) 
vk*+i( z)u,_i( z) - uk”( z)v,,( z) = z~~+~S~( z)VJ z), (llb) 
Un”@)Q+) - Vn”(z)Pk-1(~) = ~“~v,*(+$(+, (llc) 
Q;(z)U,_~(Z) - P,“_,(z)V,(z) = z~~R:(z)V,,(Z). (13 
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Labahn and Cabay [lq] h s owed that there exist unique solutions to the 
equations (lib) and (lid) if det S,, k+ r(V,(z), U,_ r(z)) # 0, where 








u 2k **’ 
uo 
det sk,k+,(vn(zh un-,(z)) + o * detHk#O. 
Equation (8) implies 
U k+l 
(12) 
z-‘A(z-‘) - ~“v,(~-‘)[~“+‘v,+,(z-‘)I-’ =Z-2k-3$k(Z-1), 
that is, the entries Wi are Markov parameters generated by the power series 
expansion of the rational matrix function z km degtuit(z))q( z)[Vk + r(z)]- ’ at 
infinity [throughout this paper we denote by @z) the matrix reverse poly- 
nomial of U(z)]. Analogously, WiT are Markov parameters generated 
b 
4- 
the power series expansion of the rational matrix function 
[Vk+ r( z>]- ‘2 K-destu~(z))~( a) at infinity. Hankel matrices generated by 
Markov parameters of a transfer function which is a series in 2-l are widely 
studied in control and systems theory [ 161. However, since Pad& approximants 
are usually used for approximating functions which are analytic at z = 0, in 
this context we prefer to consider formal power series in z. 
Set i, = k - deg{Uk(z)} and i: = k - deg{U:(z)]. Since 
zik~(->[ vk+l (d-l - [m(z)]-‘d’v(z) =Z-2k-3S^k(f1), 
it follows that 
which implies 
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Finally, by following Anderson and Jury [I], we may introduce the 
generalized Bezoutian form Fk(x, y) associated with the quadruple 
c~,<z>, zi’~W,vk+i(Z), z’~v,(z>], 





rkcx, y) = C ri,jxi-lp. 
i,j=l 
Then, the (k + 1)~ X (k + 1)~ block matrix 
/ r 1,1 r 1,2 *** r l,k+l 
r “A r r Ak = !,” *** . 2,k+l 
will be called the generalized Bezoutian matrix associated with the quadruple 
{v,“,(z), ziQr(z), G(z), Zikv,W]. 
3. SCHUR COMPLEMENT PROPERTIES IN THE STRONGLY 
NONSINGULAR CASE 
In this section, by assuming that H,_, is a block strongly nonsingular 
Hankel matrix, we derive a structure-preserving property of the Schur 
complements of suitable principal submatrices of A,_ i. Our approach is 
based on the generating function concept used for inverting Toeplitz-like and 
Hankel-like scalar matrices by Lev-Ari and Kailath [22]. 
First, notice that under our assumption the relations (7) imply 
deg{U,_,(z)} = deg{U,fi(z)} = n - I, 
and therefore we have 
m-1(X, Y> = 
Tw U,-l (Y) - cl<dvn(Y> 
X-Y 
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Now, since W, is the p X p leading principal submatrix of J,,h,, _ Jn, where 
Jk is the kp X kp permutation matrix 
0 I 
fk = *‘. I i , 1 0 
then we may determined the Schur complement of W,, in ],A,_ J,,. The 
generating function of In A, _ Jn is 
(I, xl,..., x “-l~)J”~,-iJ*( 1, yz,. . . > yn-l)T 
which yields 
Xn-rr,_,(x-‘, y-l)y”-’ = x”T( x-‘)W,_,( x, y>yqy-‘), 
where 
%1(x7 Y) = 
[qyx-l)]-lq&-l ) - G(Y-l)[v,(Y-l)]-l 
X-Y 
In this way, in matrix form, we obtain the well-known factorization [l] 
J,,LJn = V*H,-,V, (13) 
where V* and V are the np X np leading principal submatrices of the lower 
and upper infinite triangular ToepIitz matrices 
and 
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respectively, Furthermore, in view of (9) and (lo), we find that q”_ r(r, y) is 
the generating function of a triangular infinite Hankel matrix 
‘w, w, w, *** *** \ 




[T(Z)]-rn(Z) = - u”_,(z)[v,(Z)]-’ = qz-1) = EWi,iL, 
i=o 
(14) 
i.e., [F(Z)]-‘v,“_(z) and U,,_,(Z>[~(Z>]-’ define a left and right matrix 
fraction decomposition of the same power series; this agrees with A( z> in the 
first 2n coefficients. 
By using both the standard block factorization formula 
(“;f :) = ($1 ;)(: P-:M-lN)(: My)> (15) 
where M is nonsingular, and the triangular structure of the matrices V* and 
V, it follows that the generating function of the Schur complement of W,, in 
LA” - 1.f” is 
C”_,(X, y) = x”vnf(x-l)~n-l(~, y>y”vR( y-‘)? (16) 
where (p, _ 1(x, y > is the generating function of the Schur complement of W, 
in H,. We have 
@n-1(x7 9) = 
G(r) - H(Y) 
r-9 
-x-‘[H(x) - W,,r]W,-‘[H(y) - W,y]y-‘, 
where E?(x) = zd2[H(z) - W,z - W,z”]. Hence, the relations (14) and 
(16) give 
%-1(X> 9) = “x’“‘,‘[K(x-‘)fi(y-1) -i(x-‘>v,(y-I)], 
(17) 
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where 
fi( y-1) = iQ y-1) - y-lw,-' u,_, (y-l) 
and 
e< x-l) = y( x-l) - x-l vn”-1( x-‘)W,-1. 
Since the relations (7) imply that the leading coefficients of rl,*_( z) and 
U,_ 1( z> are nonsingular, the right and left matrix polynomial division algo- 
rithms can be applied to generate QR(z), QL(.z), R(z), and L(z) such that 
v,(z) = Q&) U,_,(z) -R(z) 
and 
m4 = clWQr.<4 -L(z). 
Then, by means of (14, we obtain 
Q&) - A(-)[U,_,(z)]-’ = QL(z) - [=(+‘I@), 
which implies 
QR( z) = QL( z) = W,-‘z + Q (18) 
and 
R(z)[U,_,(z)]-l = [qT&)]-‘L(z). 
Therefore, we have 
ii(y-‘) = QUn_l(y-l) -R(y-‘) (19a) 
and 
i(r-‘) = qy(x-‘) - qx-1). ( 19b) 
Finally, by combining (17) and (191, it follows that 
X,-,(x, y) = x”-l 
vn”-l( r-‘)R( y-1) - L(C’)U,_,( y-l) n_, 
Y-X 
Y 1 
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that is, IZn _ r( x, y) is the generating function of the matrix InIn- r A], _ r, where 
A is the generalized Bezoutian matrix associated with the quadruple 
cv,“_,<z>, L(z), U,_,(z), R(z)). 
Now consider the Schur complement S, and Sh+k of H,, H, +k, respec- 
tively, in H,_ 1. Since Hi1 and Hh;lk are right lower corner submatrices of 
H,=’ 1, we see that S, +k is the Schur complement of (S,), in S,. Therefore 
we may apply the above argument inductively, obtaining the wanted result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H,_ 1 be a block strongly nonsingular np X np 
Hankel matrix whose entries W,, 0 SG i < 2n - 2, are p X p matrices over a 
field F. Moreouer, let V,,(z), U,, _ J z), V,*(z), and U,” ,(z) be the unique 
p x p matrix polynomials which satisfy the relations (101, where V,(z) and 
V,,*(z) and V,,*(z) are manic. Then the right and left Euclidean algorithms 
applied to the pairs K(z), U,_ ,(nXz), u,*_(z), respectively, are both well 
defined; they generate two matrix polynomial sequences (R,(Z), R, _ 1( z>, 
. . . . R,(z)}, {R,*(z), R,*_,(z) ,..., R$(z)J such that 
R,(z) = K(Z)’ R,-,(z) = Ll(z)T 
Ri+l(z) = Qi(Z)Ri(z) - R,-,(z), i = n - l,...,l, (2Oa> 
and 
R;(z) = y(z), R:-,(z) = qr&)> 
R;+,(z) = R:( z)Qj( z) - R:,(z)> i = n - l,...,l, (20b) 
where 
Finally, $ A,_, is the generalized Bezoutian matrix associated with the 
quadruple {R,*(z), R,*_,(z), R,(z), R,_,(z)}, then the Schur complem+ of 
the (n T i)p x (n - i)p leading principal submatrix ofJnAn-J,, is JiA]i, 
where A is the ip x ip generalized Bezoutian matrix associated with the 
quadruple {R*(z), RE ,(z), RJz), Ri_ ,(z>). 
Many authors observed that the Schur complement of a leading principal 
submatrix of a Hankel or Toephtz matrix has the form of a Hankel-like or 
Toeplitz-like matrix, respectively [22, 231. Th erefore, in order to solve Hankel 
and Toeplitz linear systems, it seems natural to compute an LU block 
factorization by applying (15) recursively. However, the increase of the 
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displacement rank or, roughly speaking, the progressive loss of structure at 
any step of the computation represents a serious drawback of this approach 
(see [17] for the displacement rank theory). In this respect, the above 
theorem says that the Schur complement operation in the class of the 
generalized Bezoutian matrices preserves the structure and, even more, the 
displacement rank. 
REMARK 3.1. In [4] and [3], in the scalar case p = 1, the authors make 
use of the resulting block LU factorization of the Bezoutian matrix for 
improving the parallel complexity of computing polynomial remainder se- 
quences over an arbitrary field. In order to generalize this method to the case 
p > I, we observe that the last row and column of A,_ 1 define the 
coefficients of vn”_( Z) and U,, _ i(z). Moreover, the (n - l)st row of A, _ 1 
allows us to express the coefficients of c(z) as linear functions in Vi*. 
Hence, the relation p< z>U,, _ i(z) = v,“-( z)FI< Z) can be used to deter- 
mine the coefficients of F(Z) as linear functions in Vi*. Finally, the entry in 
the first row and in the first column of A,_ 1 defines the remaining unknown 
value Vi*. In this way, Theorem 3.1 readily yields a divide and conquer 
algorithm for computing the matrix polynomial remainder sequence in the 
normal case. 
In the next section, by means of a continuity argument and matrix Pad& 
approximation theory (see [19] and [7]), we extend the above theorem to the 
general case where we require only that H,_ 1 or, equivalently [compare 
(13)], ],A,_ Jr, be nonsingular. 
4. SCHUR COMPLEMENT PROPERTIES IN THE 
GENERAL CASE 
In this section we prove the structure-preserving property of the Schur 
complements in the general case when certain leading principal submatrices 
of H,_ 1 may be singular. First, we show that any nonsingular block Hankel 
matrix whose entries W, are p X p matrices over either Q, R, or C can be 
approximated by a block strongly nonsingular one within any fEed precision. 
If the original field F has a lower cardinality, we may just shift to a suitable 
extension of F. 
Specifically, we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Let H,_ 1 be a nonsingular np X np block Hankel ma- 
trix. Then there exists a matrix sequence { H,(? 1b E N such that H,‘< 1 is a block 
strongly nonsingular np X np Hankel matrix and lim j -) + cD Hi-!? , = H, _ ,. 
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Proof. Notice that, in view of (12), the conditions det S,,,+,(V,,(z), 
U,_,(z)) # 0, 0 < k Q n - 1, imply det H, # 0, 0 < k < n - 1, i.e., H,_, 
is block strongly nonsingular. Now, once V,,(z) has been fued, the condition 
det S k,k+l(V,,(z), U(Z)) = 0, det{U(z)} < n, represents a polynomial equa- 
tion in the p X p X n unknowns defined by the entries of the coefficients of 
U(Z) and therefore, det S,,,+,(V,(z), U(Z)) # 0 VI, 1 Q 1 < n - 1, for al- 
most every p X p matrix polynomial U(Z). Then we establish the theorem by 
determining {U,,(?,< z)}. , E N such that 
and 
det Slsl+,(Vn( z), U,‘j_‘,( z)) # 0 VZ, 1 < 2 < n - 1, Vj E N. H 
By combining Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, it follows that there exists a matrix 
sequence {ti:L r>j E N such that ],,A$, J,, is strongly nonsingular, n’,“_ 1 is the 
generalized Bezoutian matrix associated with the quadruple {V,*(j)(z), 
U”~i,)(Z) C(z) UC? (2)) , and A(j) converges to the generalized Bezoutian 
matrix associate”d ‘with the “quidruple <v,“< z), z i$-lc(~), F(Z), 
z’n-lU,_ r(z)}. Moreover, by means of (2) we have 
and therefore 
j$j,llqg(z) - zi”-lu,*_,(z)II = 0 
and 
Now, Theorem 3.1 implies that the right and the left Euclidean algo- -- 
rithms applied to the pairs K(z), U,,(?,< z) and Vn*‘j’(z), U,,‘!!{)< z), respec- 
tively, define suitable matrix polynomials S:!jl)( z), Tt(j)( z), Sij)( z), and 
Tk(!)Jz) of degrees k - 1, k, k, and k + 1, respectively, with nonsingular 
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leading coefficients. Moreover, the following relations hold: 
-$~)(z)V,(Z) + T#(z) u:“_‘,(~) =~(njl~_~(~) (214 
and 
where RzLji_ r(z) and R’,jlk _ s(z) are the left and right remainder matrix 
polynomials of d egree 12 - k - 1 and n - k - 2, respectively, By using (17), 
it can easily be seen that 
Further, the Schur complement of the (k + l>p X (k + l)r, leading princi- 
pal submatrix of ],,$$,J,, is J,,_k_,tij)Jn_k_,, where %j) is the (n - k - 
1)~ x (n - k - 1)~ generalized Bezoutian matrix having generating func- 
tion 
Thus, we may assume 
lc(T#( a)) = lc( R,*!$_,( z)) = I. 
In this way, by expanding R’,? k _ J z I[%( z )I- ’ and Rc?i _ 1( z )[V,*‘j’( z )I - ’ 
in formal power series at infinity, we obtain 
- $q z) + Tk(!)l( +In(?r( z)[V,( q] -r = P+“Zqj1k-2( z) 
and 
where Z@_,(O) = I. 




lim IIF - Qk(z)II = 0. 
j*+m 
Furthermore, 
and so the Schur complement of the (k + 1)~ X (k + 1)~ leading principal 
submatrix of ],A(;, J,, converges to the Schur complement of the (k + 1)~ 
X (k + 1) p leading principal submatrix of Jn A n _ Jn. 
Thus, finally, we arrive at the main result of this section, which extends 
Theorem 3.1 to the general case when singular leading principal submatrices 
may occur. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let H,- 1 be a nonsingular np X np block Hankel matrix 
whose entries Wi, 0 < i < 2n - 2, are p X p matrices over a field F. Let H, 
be the (k + 1)p X (k + 1)p nonsingular leading principal submatrix of 
H n- 1, and denote by V,, 1 (z), U,(z>, V,“,,(z), v,“<-1, QkW, R,_,(z), 
Q:(Z), and Pk*_l(z) th e unique matrix polynomials satisfying the relations 
(7). IfA,_ is the generalized Bezoutian matrix associated with the quadru- 
ple <v,“(z), zi:-l* U,_,(z),F(z), .z’n-IU,_,(Z)}, then the Schur complement 
of the (k + l>p X (k + l>p leading principal submatrix of Jn A, _ Jn is 
]n_k_lA]n_k_l, where i is the (n - k - 1)p X (n - k - 1)~ generalized 
Bewutian matrix associated with the quadruple 1 Rz- k _ 1(z), Rz_ k _ 2( z), 
R n_k-l(~), RnPk_B(~)} such that 
- 
- T(z)U,(z) +z’“-lv,“-,(+‘k+,(z) =R,*_,_,(z), 
- z(z)v,(z) + +Qkf(z)U,_1(~) = R,_k-,(~), 
- v( z)v,( z) + zin-l x(z) U,_, (z) = R,,_,p,( z). 
In the next section, by exploiting the properties of Schur complements in 
the light of the above result, we will devise a closed inversion formula for 
H n-1 which depends on a Bezoutian of matrix polynomials. 
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TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
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In this section we use the results of Sections 3 and 4 in order to devise a 
suitable formula for representing the inverse of nonsingular block Hankel and 
block Toeplitz matrices. Since Hankel matrices can be obtained from Toeplitz 
ones by a suitable permutation of rows or columns, the inversion formulas for 
Hankel matrices apply to Toeplitz matrices with merely a change of notation. 
First, observe that 
xA(r) - YA(Y) 
X-Y 
is the generating function of the 2n X 2n upper triangular Hankel matrix 
1 w, --- w,,_,\ 
fi= ; *** H Z? n- 1 = 
\%-1 0 ) 
t I ti 0’ 
where W,, _ r is an any 
function of Jzn ti]sn is 
p x p nonsingular matrix. Then the generating 
r%G( y) - X(x) y2” 
X-Y 
i.e., Jzn I?j,, is the generalized Bezoutian matrix associated with the quadru- 
ple (~~“1, ATz), .z2”Z, &z)). Moreover, by using (2) and (4), one readily 
finds that c(z) = K(z) = ,z2” 
&). 
and therefore ci,*,_,<z> = Uzn_,(z) = 
Since H,_ 1 is nonsingular, in view of the relations (7), we may determine 
unique polynomials V,( z >, U, _ 1, V,*(z), u,“-,w, Qn-l(Z), Pn-2(z), 
Q,‘_ J z), and P,“- 2( z> which satisfy 
A(+,,@) - U,-,(z) = z%_~(z), 
V,*(z)A(z) - Un^-@) =z”“S,“_,(z), 
A( z)Q&( z) - P,_,( 2) = z2n-2Rn_l( z), 
Qn”-l(~)A(z) -E’,,?,(z) =z2”-2R,*_1(~). 
Then Theorem 4.2 allows us to establish the following result. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let H,_ 1 be a nonsingular np x np block Hankel matrix 
whose entries Wi, 0 =G i < 2n - 2, are p x p matrices over a field F. Then 
we have 
H-’ = -+]n~]n~-l, n-1 (22) 
where X is the np x np generalized Bezoutian matrix associated with the 
quadruple (R:(z), R:_,(z), R,(z), R,_,(z)} such that 
-z’“Z’_,(z) ++)Q,_,(z) =R,*(z), 
- zzn u,_ 1 (z) +@z)v,(z) =R;_,(z), 
- p,“_,(z)? + Q,“-1(+qz) = R,(z), 
- u,“_,(z)P + qyz)iqz) = R,_,(z). 
The inversion formula (22) extends to the nonscalar case (or noncommu- 
tative case) that obtained in [14]. In the normal case, by using Theorem 3.1 
instead of Theorem 4.2, we may obtain a conceptually simpler inversion 
algorithm which relies on the Euclidean scheme. We have 
THEOREM 5.2. Let H,_ 1 be a np x np block strongly nonsingular 
Hankel matrix whose entries Wi, 0 < i < 2n - 2, are p x p matrices over a 
field F. Then 
holds, where k is an np >I np generalized Bezoutian matrix. Moreover, the 
polynomial generators of A, namely R,*(z), R:_,(z), R,(z), and R,_,(z), 
are remainder matrix polynomials of degree n and n - 1 gEnerated by the left 
and right Euclidean algorithms (20) applied to z2nZ and A( z). 
Since A can be explicitly given as a sum of pairs of lower and upper block 
triangular Toeplitz matrices determined by the coefficients of its polynomial 
generators [2], it follows that the arithmetical cost of solving nonsingular 
block Hankel systems is dominated by the cost of computing the associated 
quadruple. 
In the normal case, Theorem 5.2 gives a representation for UC! 1 which 
depends on the middle terms in the remainder matrix polynomial sequences. 
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Thus, the standard matrix synthetic division algorithm yields an arithmetical 
cost of O(p3n2). However, if fast polynomial multiplication methods are 
available, a matrix polynomial version of the EMGCD algorithm of [6] 
decreases the sequential cost of computing R,*(z), R,*_ 1(z), R,(z), and 
R, _ r(z) to O( p3n log2 n). Comparable bounds are obtained in [5] and [20]. 
In the abnormal case, when (22) is used in conjunction with an iterative 
algorithm for computing matrix Pad& forms such as the MPade algorithm 
[191, we obtain an effective method for computing H,=‘,. 
In contrast, by using the structure-preserving property of the Schu_r 
complement operation applied to Bezoutians, we may efficiently determine A 
by means of the following iterative scheme: 
1. initialize B’ = fi7; 
2. compute the Schur co_mplement i of the first nonsingular leading 
pri?cip$ submatrix of B in B; 
3. if B = A, stop; otherwise, set B’ = B^ and go to 2. 
From Theorem 4.2 it follows that I? is a block Bezoutian matrix up to 
multiplication on the right and on the left by a suitable reversion matrix. 
Therefore, with some minor changes, Remark 3.1 implies that we need to 
compute only three rows or columns of B at any step of the computation. 
Moreover, if we define - 1 < m, < m, < *** < ml < n such that det H,, 
# 0, det Hj = 0 otherwise, then 6 = maxi(mi - mi_l> is generally bounded 
by a constant which is independent of n and p [I3]. In this way, we arrive at 
the average sequential cost of O(p3n2) arithmetical operations for solving 
nonsingular block Hankel and Toeplitz matrices. In the worst case the 
algorithm can reach a cost of O( p3n2) arithmetical operations, depending on 
the nature of the abnormalities. 
In the normal case, we may modify the above iterative scheme in a 
recursjve fashion. In view of the block decomposition formula (151, we find 
that A can be determined by evaluating the Schur complements of two 
(n/2) X (n/2) leading p rincipal submatrices of a Bezoutian which are 
Hankel matrices up to multiplication by triangular Toeplitz matrix [compare 
(I3)]. If fast polynomial multiplication is allowed, then, denoting by T(n) the 
number of computations required to inverte an np X np nonsingular block 
Hankel matrix, we have T(n) = 2T(n/2) + 0(p3n log n), which implies 
T(n) = 0(p3n log2 n). 
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